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market order – albeit at the cost of the “make” fee. When queues are long, 
“makers” ! nd this opportunity especially invaluable. In other cases, when 
queues are more reasonable, limit order traders avoid these venues, because 
paying the fee and forgoing a rebate is not generally worthwhile. So, as one 
might expect, stocks that are not characterized by long queues tend to trade 
relatively infrequently on inverted venues. For a given stock, inverted venue 
usage is highest at the end of the day, since queues tend to be longest at that 
time. 

Another way to think about this idea is that the di" erential fees allow 
traders to compete on net price instead of quoted price. By posting a limit 
order on an inverted venue, the trader is e" ectively bidding or o" ering at a 
more aggressive net price. If the best o" er were $20, for example, and the re-
bate to the seller were 29 mils (i.e., $0.0029), the trader is e" ectively buying 
the stock at $19.9971. If the trader routes to the “maker-taker” venue, and 
pays a fee of 30 mils, she is e" ectively buying at a net price of $20.0030. A 
“taker” should therefore prefer to buy the stock on the inverted venue, since it 
is providing a better net price. Inverted venues can be viewed as giving traders 
greater # exibility to compete with existing traders on the basis of (net) price.71

10.3. Dark Aggregator

10.3.1. Overview
A dark aggregator is a routing algorithm that focuses explicitly on routing orders 
to one or more dark venues to maximize the probability of a ! ll. $ e term “aggre-
gator” is used because the router attempts to ! nd, or “aggregate,” all the available 
hidden liquidity via strategic routing. In practice, the dark aggregation problem 
generally focuses on executing at the midpoint of the spread. But dark aggregators 
can also be used to route orders at other prices, including the bid or the o" er, or 

71 Research has shown that inverted venues tend to perform better than non-inverted 
venues, likely because of the arguments noted here. See, for example, Battalio, 
Corwin, and Jennings (2016) and Pragma Trading (2018).
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any price in between. For now, we will focus on trying to execute at the midpoint 
of the bid-ask spread.

Traders often try to cross orders at the midpoint because such trades are 
viewed as “zero spread” trades. In our lingo from the previous chapter, both the 
buyer and seller pay fair value, so there are zero trading costs (ignoring adverse 
selection). If a trader could execute a large order against another trader at the 
midpoint, both traders should bene! t, since both avoid the spread and neither has 
market impact. But crossing a large block at midpoint occurs much less frequently 
than other types of trades. Indeed, if such trades were common, there would not 
be much need for market makers or other high-frequency liquidity providers. 
However, even if traders could execute large orders at the midpoint only occasion-
ally, the savings could be substantial.

$ e issue with dark aggregation is similar to that with smart limit orders. 
Dark aggregators are trying to anticipate where future orders will arrive, so they 
can route to that venue and execute against those incoming orders. However, 
dark aggregation is di" erent in two important ways. First, a dark aggregator does 
not know the length of the queue at dark venues, since, by de! nition, all orders 
are hidden. Second, a dark aggregator generally does not know where the dark 
volume is executing in real time, except perhaps the execution of hidden orders 
on lit exchanges. 

To inform decisions in the absence of pre-and post-trade information, dark 
aggregators often rely on models and data from past executions – intraday and/or 
historical. For example, a dark aggregator can observe in real time where they are 
receiving ! lls from, and then skew their routing toward that venue using heuris-
tics. In addition, the algorithm may use its own past trading data to model where 
posting has been successful and use this to supplement real-time information. 

10.3.2. Example of a Dark Aggregator: The 
“Ping, Post, Pounce” Aggregator
Perhaps the most common implementation of dark aggregation is the “ping, post, 
pounce.” $ e “ping” phase occurs at the start of the algorithm and occasionally 
throughout the order’s life. $ e dark aggregator sends IOC midpoint orders to all 
the various dark pools, usually the entire quantity to each venue sequentially, in 
hopes of uncovering whatever hidden liquidity is currently available. If the “ping” 
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phase cannot ! ll the order entirely, the dark aggregator enters the “post” phase. 
Similarly as with the smart limit order router, the aggregator posts child orders to 
maximize the probability of a ! ll, but using hidden orders. $ e dark aggregator may 
periodically rotate orders to di" erent venues if the initial allocation does not yield 
! lls as anticipated. $ e “pounce” phase then occurs when a child order is completely 
! lled at a venue. $ at scenario indicates that the counterparty likely has additional 
quantity left to execute after the trade, a quantity she is likely to “post” at that venue. 

But why does the router believe that the contraparty has more quantity to 
trade simply because it received a full ! ll? Consider two possibilities. If the con-
traparty’s order had been smaller than the aggregator’s child order, the aggregator’s 
order would have partially ! lled, and the contraparty’s order would have fully 
! lled. But if the contraparty’s order was greater than or equal to the aggregator’s 
quantity, then the aggregator’s order would have fully ! lled, and the contraparty’s 
order would have partially ! lled. $ us, except in a case where the contraparty’s 
quantity is exactly the same size as the aggregator’s child order, the contraparty’s 
order must have some residual quantity remaining. 

Interestingly, despite its popularity, the “ping, post, pounce” strategy is some-
what inconsistent. For example, suppose Aggregators A and B both follow it. 
Aggregator A makes it through the ping phase, and posts its orders on Venues 
V, Y, and Z. A few minutes later, Aggregator B receives a contraside order, and 
begins the “ping” phase. When it reaches Venue V, it gets a partial ! ll, meaning 
it still has a residual quantity to trade. It continues its “ping” stage, moving on to 
Venues W through Z in order. However, Aggregator A responds to the complete 
! ll on Venue X and cancels its orders on Venues Y and Z. So, just as Aggregator B is 
about to route to Venues Y and Z (after it routes to W and X), Aggregator A is in 
the process of moving its orders away from Venues Y and Z. 

10.3.3. Machine Learning in Dark Aggregation
Because of the limitations of the “ping, post, pounce” logic, dark aggregators have 
been moving toward a more data-driven approach, instead of relying on ad hoc 
logic. Machine learning is becoming more widely used in dark aggregation, which 
is not surprising given its usefulness in smart limit order routing. But, here, the 
algorithm has a richer set of decisions, which likely makes it more suitable for 
reinforcement learning. 
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Reinforcement learning involves ! nding the optimal actions the algorithm 
should take by “learning” from its past actions. In this process, it can e" ectively 
determine which parts of “ping, post, pounce” are valuable. For example, the 
router may occasionally opt not to pounce, and then compare which action – 
“pounce” or “not pounce” – generated the best performance. Similarly, it could 
try di" erent posting techniques to learn which venue(s) are best to route to, given 
the current “state.” Reinforcement learning can be especially valuable in the dark 
aggregation process because there are so many di" erent potential actions and se-
quences of actions the router could take. Modeling the problem explicitly, like 
we did for limit order pricing in a previous chapter, would be quite challenging. 
Reinforcement learning, in contrast, may reveal the optimal strategies based on 
data alone, without specifying a theoretical or empirical model directly.

10.3.4. Issues Affecting Dark Aggregation

Information Leakage
One issue that naturally arises with dark pools is information leakage. By not dis-
playing the order in the lit market, and relying instead on dark venues, traders by 
design are trying to hide the full extent of their trading interest. But, with every 
trade that occurs, the counterparty becomes increasingly convinced that another, 
potentially larger, trader is in the market on the other side. $ e counterparty may 
respond by 1) trading more passively, since a large trader will likely move prices in 
a favorable direction, and/or 2) “front-running” a larger order, attempting to take 
a position in advance of the larger trader’s price impact. Both increase the cost to 
the larger, information-leaking trader. 

Such a scenario creates an opportunity for “predatory traders” to take actions 
that help them uncover large orders and follow the front-running strategy. For 
example, they may “ping” the market with very small quantities to determine 
whether a potentially large order is resting at the midpoint. 

So, how can large traders protect themselves against leaking information this 
way? Perhaps the most e" ective way is by applying a “minimum acceptable quan-
tity” (MAQ), which in e" ect blocks any ! lls below the established threshold. 
For example, if a dark aggregator places a MAQ of 500 shares on a 10,000-share 
order, any incoming orders for less than 500 shares will not execute against it. 
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By setting the MAQ su%  ciently large, any counterparty hoping to simply glean 
information will have to execute a larger trade to learn of the order – and expose 
themselves to greater risk and higher trading costs. Setting a relatively large MAQ 
can therefore make it costly for “pingers.” Of course, the dark aggregator must 
also take care not to set the MAQ too high, otherwise it risks missing out on some 
“natural,” non-predatory counterparties with sizes less than the MAQ. In practice, 
dark aggregators aim to ! nd the “optimal” MAQ, one that is large enough to limit 
information leakage from small “pinging” trades, yet small enough to avoid miss-
ing signi! cant “natural” liquidity. 

Another way to limit information leakage is via pricing. If a dark aggregator 
places a buy order at the bid or a sell at the o" er in a dark pool, a counterparty 
would need to pay the spread in their search for hidden liquidity. Predatory trad-
ers are reluctant to pay this additional cost since it eats into their pro! ts consid-
erably. Of course, the downside of this strategy is that the adverse pricing also 
reduces the counterparty # ow the order is exposed to. As we noted earlier, much 
of the natural dark pool liquidity aims to execute within the bid-ask spread. 

A third way to limit information leakage is to control the pool of counterpar-
ties that can trade with the dark aggregator. Some dark pools will create liquidity 
groups within the pool to control interactions in this way. For example, a broker 
pool may include its own institutional clients in one group, other algorithmic 
order # ows from other brokers in a second group, proprietary traders in a third 
group, and so on. $ e client using the aggregator can then decide which of these 
groups to interact with. For example, a very information-sensitive client may opt 
only to trade with algorithmic order # ow, perhaps only from the broker’s own al-
gorithms, since it is generally the most benign. A large, time-sensitive trader may 
be willing to trade against any and all liquidity, especially if they are anticipating a 
gain in excess of any potential losses due to leakage (e.g., attempting to maximize 
position size in advance of an earnings announcement). In e" ect, the aggregator is 
trading o"  the probability of a ! ll against the quality of those ! lls when determin-
ing which group(s) to interact with.72

72 ATS operators in the U.S. are required to post Form ATS-N online, which involves 
completing a standardized questionnaire on details such as how execution prices 
are determined, how clients are tiered (if at all), etc. 
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Adverse Selection
$ e other cost most closely tied to dark pools is adverse selection. $ is cost is 
not unique to dark pools. It a" ects lit and dark resting orders as well. Speci! cally, 
any order that is posted ! rst and allows others to determine the timing of a trade 
(or whether to trade at all) is exposed to adverse selection. In the context of dark 
pools, however, “natural” adverse selection is less of a concern. Most dark aggre-
gators use pegged child orders which, as discussed earlier, automatically update 
limit prices as market prices change. However, traders are still exposed to adverse 
selection because of better-informed traders and the “latency arbitrage” described 
in a previous chapter.73

Dark aggregators have certain tools at their disposal to help limit – but not 
entirely eliminate – adverse selection. For example, the ability to limit counter-
parties not only reduces information leakage, but it can limit adverse selection by 
! ltering out the group or “tier” most likely to contain a large number of better-
informed or otherwise “predatory” traders. $ erefore, even if a dark pool is teem-
ing with predatory traders, a dark aggregator may still comfortably route to this 
pool by blocking interactions with such traders, and allowing interactions only 
with more benign # ows. Moreover, some dark pools allow clients to block high-
frequency traders. Others may partition not by trader type, but by “scoring,” 
where the dark pool empirically determines which clients have historically ap-
peared to be “toxic.” Either way, a dark aggregator that can limit its interactions 
to more benign counterparties can reduce adverse selection costs. 

As described above, MAQ is also an e" ective tool to reduce adverse selection. 
MAQ e" ectively ! lters out traders who attempt to exploit very short-term infor-
mation (since trading large quantities over very short time periods would lead to 
excessive trading costs). To avoid becoming fodder for high-frequency traders, a 
dark aggregator can set its MAQ to exceed the typical size of a short-term trader’s 
individual trades. In e" ect, this allows the dark aggregator to partition the set of 
counterparties, ! ltering by order size to avoid a speci! c type of predatory trader.

73 As noted in a previous chapter, if the market data used by the ATS is slower than 
that available to other traders, pegged limit orders may be exposed to “latency 
arbitrage,” which is e" ectively a form of adverse selection. To the extent that ATSs 
use the fastest, e.g., direct, data feeds, this adverse selection is dramatically reduced.
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Trajectory Crossing – Dark Aggregation Over Time
Another form of dark aggregation is called “trajectory crossing.” $ e best way 
to understand trajectory crossing is via an example. Suppose two traders are 
executing orders in Stock XYZ using a VWAP algorithm, with one wishing 
to buy 5,000 shares and the other wishing to sell 10,000 shares. Both orders 
would normally trade independently, as described earlier. But, with trajectory 
crossing, a dark pool pairs the scheduled child orders incrementally over time, 
executing each slice at the actual market VWAP price over the interval. 

Speci! cally, each algorithm submits an order size that equals the quantity 
it plans to trade over, say, the next 10 minutes, and the dark pool then pairs 
the maximum quantity possible. If the buy order is scheduled to execute 250 
shares over the next 5 minutes, while the sell order is scheduled to execute 
700 shares (because it is larger and scheduled to end earlier), the dark pool 
can match up 250 shares and return the 450 shares of the sell order back to 
the VWAP algorithm to execute as it would normally. Unlike regular dark 
pool crossing, which occurs immediately at prevailing prices, the paired child 
orders are held unexecuted until the end of the 10-minute interval, at which 
time the dark pool executes the 250 shares at an execution price equal to the 
VWAP price over the past 10-minute interval. $ is process repeats, with each 
algorithm continuing to submit child orders to the trajectory cross until they 
are completed or canceled. 

In e" ect, the trajectory cross is able to aggregate dark liquidity that 
would otherwise be worked independently over time. In our example, the 
250 shares that would have been spread out over time are aggregated at the 
time of the match, and guaranteed the realized VWAP price at the end of 
the interval. Had these orders been worked independently over time, they 
would likely not have crossed at all. And even if some or all crossed with one 
another, the average execution price on those ! lls would likely not equal the 
VWAP. With trajectory crossing, both orders trade exactly along their desired 
trajectory and receive ! lls exactly equal to the benchmark (VWAP) price. 

Besides being able to track the benchmark more cleanly, another eco-
nomic bene! t is that most trajectory crosses only accept orders from algo-
rithms and not from traders directly. Because algorithmic orders tend to 
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be less toxic, the counterparties in each trade tend to have a more benign 
# ow. In traditional pools, algorithms run a risk of executing against better 
informed, short-term traders, resulting in signi! cant adverse selection costs. 
Even if short-term traders are allowed to execute in trajectory crosses, they 
are less able to exploit their better information, since trajectory crosses occur 
at future (VWAP) prices. A downside of this mechanism, though, is potential 
information leakage, since traders receiving ! lls from a trajectory cross can 
see the location of the ! ll and infer that the counterparty must be another 
algorithm (because only algorithms can participate). To prevent traders from 
exploiting this information, dark pools monitor trader behavior, such as can-
cellations and post-trade performance, and discipline o" enders by, e.g., pre-
venting them from participating in trajectory crosses going forward.

It is important to note that traders can cancel their orders even if child 
orders have been paired o"  but not yet ! lled. $ is may appear to render tra-
jectory crosses gameable, since traders can cancel their orders whenever the 
VWAP price thus far is worse than the prevailing market price. However, if 
a trader cancels, the dark pool will cross the quantity scheduled to execute 
up to that point. For example, if the volume pro! le is # at over the crossing 
period, and one trader cancels 4 minutes into the 5-minute crossing period, 
the dark pool will cross 80% of the order (i.e., the fraction of the crossing 
period that had elapsed thus far) at the VWAP over that 4-minute inter-
val. Consequently, traders cannot cancel orders without consequences if the 
VWAP price becomes unfavorable relative to the prevailing market price. 

10.3.5. Conditional Orders and Dark Aggregation

Overview
$ e dark aggregation problem – and even the limit order problem in general – 
is challenging because algorithms cannot route more than the remaining quan-
tity. Otherwise, they risk over! lling. For example, a buyside trader working a 
5,000-share buy order could maximize the ! ll probability by placing 5,000 shares 
at every venue. But if an aggressive trader executes against more than one of these 


